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way, A dream is a wish your heart makes

way, cares a way. A dream is a wish your heart makes

way, cares a way. A dream is a wish your heart makes

when you're fast, asleep.

when you're fast, asleep, a -

when, when you are fast, you are fast, asleep, you are fast, a -

when, when you are fast, you are fast, asleep, you are fast, a -

In dreams you will lose your heart - aches:

In dreams you will lose your heart - aches:

In dreams you will lose your heart - aches:

In dreams you will lose your heart - aches:
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---

_ — whatever you wish for you keep._

_ — whatever you wish for you keep, you_  

_ — heart-aches; whatever you wish for you keep, you_  

---

*mp*

_ — Have faith in your dreams and some-day your_  

_ keep. Have faith in your dreams and some-day your_  

_ keep. Have faith in your dreams and some-day your_  

---

*mp*

_ rainbow will come smiling through no matter_  

_ rainbow will come smiling through no matter_  

_ rainbow will come smiling through, through no matter_  

_ rainbow will come smiling through, through no matter_  

---

how your heart is grieving if you keep on believing the

how your heart is grieving if you keep on believing the

how your heart is grieving if you keep on believing the

A dream that you wish will come true.

dream that you wish will come true, will come true.

dream that you wish will come true, will come true.
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